
Year 6:          Autumn 1 

Link 1:   know what acceptable and unacceptable behaviour looks like online 

Share read ‘Harry Potter and the philosopher’s stone’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Show the ‘Caught in a Web’ video (produced by the BBC): 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/13908828 or  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgCNGvL0g1g 

The video is about 15 minutes long and goes through several different themes including: 

 Bullying 

 Games addiction 

 Under 13’s pretending to be older  

 Over 16’s pretending to be younger (grooming) 
Once the children have watched the video, ask them questions such as: 

 Have you ever heard of this sort of thing happening?  To your friends?  Younger brothers/sisters? 

 What do your parents tell you about being safe?  Is it sensible or old-fashioned? 

 Do they understand the technologies they use?  Examples? 

 If you could re-write the advice so that it made sense for your friends what would you say? 
 

 

Link 2:   know the concept of digital footprint 

Share read ‘Harry Potter and the philosopher’s stone’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Discuss with the children what social networks are used within school and what are they used for e.g. 

communicating with children and parents and for disseminating information.   

Watch the video short video below which asks do you act correctly when using social networks and will give the 

children valuable safety tips: 

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x11drdh_dos-and-don-ts-when-using-social-networks_tech -  

 

Link 3:   know different ways of reporting abuse 

Share read ‘Harry Potter and the philosopher’s stone’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Cyberbullying effects all of us including adults, the video below is an interview with musician Cher Lloyd who talks 

about the effect cyberbullying had on her – 1 minute long 
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/singer-cher-lloyd-talks-about-cyberbullying/14129.html  

Discuss the options for children who are victims of Cyber Bullying who can they talk to?   

http://www.digizen.org/resources/cyberbullying/films/uk/lfit-film.aspx - Let’s Fight it Together Video  

 

Link 4:   know how to apply copyright rules to their own work 

Share read ‘Harry Potter and the philosopher’s stone’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Revise copyright.  

Discuss issues of copyright and downloading materials e.g. mp3, images, videos etc and reference sources used in 

their work. 

Understand the uses of copyright and how they apply to their own work 

Explore - http://www.museumofhoaxes.com/hoax/photo_database/image/tourist_guy/  

 

 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know top tips for playing games online 

Share read ‘Harry Potter and the philosopher’s stone’  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Class Discussion: Who plays online games? 

Ask the children what games they play and who they play against– their answers will fall into one of four categories – 

the computer, their family, their friends or strangers.   

Activity: share the guidance in the link below with the children and now ask them to produce their 10 top tips for 

children when playing online gaming  

https://staysafeonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/STOP.-THINK.-CONNECT.-Online-Gaming-Tips-for-Kids-Teens-

Tweens.pdf 
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Year 6:          Autumn 2 

Link 1:   know the importance of illustrations 

Share read online impressionists’ catalogue  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Children will create a children’s book aimed at the KS1 age group. 

Show examples of children’s books and in particular how illustration is used to help tell the story.  Examples could 

include: 

Quentin Blake – Roald Dahl 

Axel Scheffler – The Gruffalo  

Eric Carle - The Very Hungry Caterpillar 

 http://flavorwire.com/306958/the-20-most-beautiful-childrens-books-of-all-time  
 

Discuss how the use of images can add a new level of storytelling. 

Demonstrate how to use Brushes including trace and image, brush styles etc.  If you are unsure how to use Brushes 

see -   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwkJF2rkzPo  

Ask children to research illustrators that they like using the websites above. They must choose one illustrator and 

save a picture of their work to their iPad. Ask the children to use Brushes and trace this image using layers.  Ask the 

children to use the most appropriate brush to suit their illustrator’s style.  

Ask the children to save their work. 

 

Link 2:   know how to use Popplet to gather ideas about a storyboard  

Share read online impressionists’ catalogue  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Children will create a children’s book aimed at the KS1 age group. 

Tell the children they are going to create a book aimed at younger children and tell them their book must include a 

building, a mysterious animal and a secret. 

To help the children with making sure they fit their book to their audience discuss how language is important, look at 

the language used in books such as ‘The Gruffalo’. Children can help pick out the describing words and maybe think 

of some alternative words to use.  

Ask the children to create a mind map to help generate ideas using Popplet. 

Introduce the idea of storyboards and how they help plan what needs to be done.  Ask all children to create a 

storyboard with a complete narrative.   This storyboard will illustrate how sequencing works as the story must be in a 

certain order to make any sense. 
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Link 3:   know how to use Book Creator 

Share read online impressionists’ catalogue  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Demonstrate how to use the app ‘Book Creator’ to create an eBook.  There is a demonstration here if you are unsure 

how to use it - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_wy2fXLBdvo  

Show the children how to create a new eBook and show them how to change the font, size and colour.  In addition, 

show the children what a finished book (including audio) looks like when published to iBooks. Here is an example of 

an eBook published as part of Knowsley CLCs Young Author competition: 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/young-authors/id796401843?ls=1&mt=11  

Explain to the children that they will also need to use the ‘Brushes’ app to add illustrations to their books.  Using this 

app children can download pictures from the internet and trace drawings - avoid allowing them to just copy and 

paste pictures straight into their book - make sure they are their own work. 

 

Link 4:   know how to add audio 

Share read online impressionists’ catalogue  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Give children a final opportunity to make any amendments, check spelling and punctuation as advised by teacher.   

Demonstrate how to record audio in Book Creator.  

Children to record their audio using the record feature.  By asking the children to record their stories it means 

younger children will be able to listen to them and develop their own reading skills. 

Ask each child to publish and save their finished eBook. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to evaluate and improve an ebook 

Share read online impressionists’ catalogue  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Ask the children how their books compare to their storyboard?  Does it follow the storyboard or have they changed 

their story once they started writing?  Show children a story mountain.  Can they identify each of the components 

within the book? 

Children present their finished eBooks to the class and provide a brief evaluation of any issues they encountered 

and any top tips they discovered. 
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Year 6:           Spring 1 

Link 1:   know what the stock market is 

Share read online information about a company 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Class discussion: What is the stock market?  What are stocks and shares? 

Outlines the basic workings of the stock market. 

Learn how to read the market.  

Explain to the children that when buying shares you can only buy whole shares.  Ask the children how many shares 

they could buy for different companies. 

Explain to the children that they are going to be split into groups and given money to invest into companies and that 

they will monitor the company’s performance over the next 4 weeks. 

Discuss with the children what companies they know, where do they shop/ what are their favourite brands etc. 

Write their answers on the board and then limit the companies they are able to invest in to those.  Alternatively, you 

could provide them with a ‘list of stock companies’ and let them choose from them. 

Ask the children to research the companies and the value of the shares (simplest way is to Google the name of the 

company and share price and they’ll find their way to relevant information) 

 

Link 2:   know what the stock market is 

Share read online information about a company 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Class discussion: Recap on what the stock market is and what a stock is.   

Explain to the children that they are going to need to prepare a ‘pitch’ to present to the whole class including what 

companies they are investing their money in and why.  This pitch should include a PowerPoint presentation to help 

share the information they find. 

Each group to deliver the pitch for where they would like to invest their money. 

Next, the groups must complete the stock market portfolio transaction sheet within the Stocks and Shares 

Worksheet and submit to the class teacher. 

Within these worksheets there is also a monitoring proforma which can be used to record daily/weekly share prices 

of their investments which will help with their final report. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to analyse data to make informed decisions 

Share read online information about a company 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr
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typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Class discussion: Recap on what the stock market is and what a stock is.   

Pick one of the investments made by the children and look at the performance of the investment.  Ask the children 

questions such as what is the share price now, has it increased or decreased, should they sell their shares and invest 

elsewhere or leave their money in the investment? 

Groups must now consider whether to sell or stick with their investments.  For each investment, ask the children to 

document why they are selling or sticking as they will include this information in their final report. 

If any of the children want to sell their shares they need to complete the Selling Shares form within the Stocks and 

Shares Worksheet. 

For this final week children are to sell all of their shares at the current selling price and see what the total value of 

their share is. 

Using Microsoft Word & Microsoft Excel ask each group to produce a report evaluating this investment.   

Ask the children to include graphs mapping the value of their shares across the period of the investment. 
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Year 6:         Spring  2 

Link 1:   know that that coding is the use of programming languages to make games, programs and 

computers things 

Share read the Financial Times 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

As we are going to be learning coding and a little of a programming language we will need to start with firstly 
explaining not just what coding is, but all the amazing things it can do. We will also need to shake off some of the 
misconceptions so that people see that coding is accessible, fun and exciting. 
 
“Is coding the most important language in the world?” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vxv0-sggnqA  
 
Class Discussion: 
 
Ask the children the following questions: 

 What things did they say and show to change people’s understanding of coders and coding? 

 Can you list as many cool places you can work or cool jobs you can have that use coding? 
 
For example, if you are a coder you could help build the newest playstation game, you could write code to improve a 
music sharing site like Spotify or you could write code that helps doctors diagnose illnesses. 
 
Additional/optional activity: 
 
Ask the children to record their responses to the questions: 

 What is code? 

 What can you do with it? 

 Why is it so important? 

 
These videos can be uploaded to the class blog if you have one or perhaps the school website. 

 

Link 2:   know that there are different coding apps 

Share read The Financial Times 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Learn.Code.org is a fantastic website that allows children to learn Javascript by using lots of familiar faces like Angry 
Birds and Plants Vs. Zombie characters.  
There are also lots of videos between stages presented by famous coders including Mark Zuckerburg and Bill Gates.  
Choose an appropriate challenge for the children and ask them to complete it: 
http://learn.code.org 
 

Link 3:   know that there are different coding apps 

Share read The Financial Times 
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Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Tell the children they are going to use Javascript, which is another object-oriented computer programming language 
commonly used to create interactive effects within web browsers/sites. 
 
If you are using PCs/Macs - ask the children to open the following website and begin the challenges: 
 
Code Monster: http://www.crunchzilla.com/code-monster 

 

Link 4:   know how to open and save python files  

Share read The Financial Times 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Use the website below to find introduction videos, and lesson plans to teaching the Python programming language.  
A different section from this site will be used each week. 
http://www.pythoncode.co.uk/home  
Introduce Python to the children, “we are going to be learning about a programming language called Python. It can 
be used to make all manner of games and applications.” 
If possible each child will need a PC/Mac/iPad with Python installed - either use the iPad app or download the 
software from http://www.python.org/download/. 
 
The Poem Challenge 1-3: Ask the children to complete challenges 1 – 3 at the following website: 
http://www.pythoncode.co.uk/poem-overview  
 
The children learn to open and save python files, how to use the print command, the run function and about a 

simple variable. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to solve coding problems 

Share read The Financial Times 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

The Poem Challenge 4-6:  Ask the children to complete challenges 4 – 6 at the following website: 
 
http://www.pythoncode.co.uk/poem-overview  
 
The Poem Challenge Extra: 
 
Ask the children to complete the independent challenges located here: 
 
http://www.pythoncode.co.uk/poem-challenge-extra 
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Year 6:          Summer  1 

Link 1:   know what wearable technology is 

Share read The Financial Times 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Tell the children they are going to develop the next big thing. Currently apps are the big thing. For example, Flappy 
Bird (mobile-phone game) was making as much as $50,000 (£30,000) a day for its developer before he removed it 
from online stores.  It took him just two or three days to write: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-26224428  
 
The next big thing will be technology that you wear which links to apps. Get the children to watch this video on 
Wearable technology to start a classroom discussion: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dYzlWWa8dCU  
 
Here is one example that is already out there and used a lot.  
Nike + iPod/iPhone app: 
http://www.apple.com/uk/ipod/nike/  
 
Ask: Can you think of any other examples? What do you think? 
Divide the children into groups and ask them to think of a name for their group (like they do in BBC 1’s The 
Apprentice). 
 
Ask each group to brainstorm ideas for wearable technology. It must be something that can be used in school to 

help learning and it must have an app to collect the data or control the clothing.  They can use pen and paper for this 

exercise.  Set 30 minutes for this task.  Tell the children they must choose one idea by the end to develop further by 

the end of the session. 

 

Link 2:   know that the HCI - Home-Computer-Interfaces are the means by which you control and interact 

with apps. 

Share read The Financial Times 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Ask the children to work on the design of their wearable technology.  This is called prototyping - designers make 
prototypes to test their creations or apps to find faults and improve their ideas. 
 
Children can design their idea using Junk modeling - the children use various pieces of ‘Junk’ to create something 
exciting and original using their imaginations. As an alternative they can do life-size drawings of clothes using flip 
board paper. 
Ask the children to take photographs of their finished product. 

Users will need to interact with the wearable technology in order to control or access the information from the 
clothes.  For this you need an app! 
 
Remember the example of Nike +. 
http://www.apple.com/uk/ipod/nike/  
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Ask the children to create a storyboard which details the app’s interface (also known as a HCI - Home-Computer-
Interfaces). The interface will be made up of buttons, sliders, voice control etc that a user would use to control the 
built in app. In their storyboard, they will need to detail how the app works, what happens when you press certain 
buttons, how information is sent and displayed. 
 
Show the children examples of Interface Designs such as: 

 http://www.hongkiat.com/blog/mobile-app-ui/  
 
To complete this task, the children could use software such as:  
PC - PowerPoint, Paint, Photoshop 
iPad: Popplet, iDraw, iMockups, Adobe Ideas 

 

Link 3:   know how to manage and manipulate images, audio and video. 

Share read The Financial Times 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Start with a class discussion: What makes a good advert for a product? 
 
During this task, children will need to produce an advert to demonstrate the functionality of their design so that the 
audience or user can easily grasp its purpose.  
 
As the school is used as a context for the use of the wearable technology, then the children might wish to role-play 
situations as to where/how it will be used to form the basis of their advert. 
 
Now ask the children to create a script for their advert.  In their advert, they can use photographs of their prototype 
from session two and use their storyboard from session three to make sure they include everything about what their 
wearable technology can do. 
 
Next, each group must record their video. 
 
Once they have filmed their advert, each group must import their video in the iMovies app to edit their final advert 
and add some music.  
 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to pitch their ideas 

Share read The Financial Times 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Each group to deliver a short sales pitch ‘selling’ their app and clothing to the class. Then play their video to the 
class. 

The class can then vote on the best app/wearable technology.  

Additional options: 

Videos can be uploaded to the school website as a further showcase 
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Invite parents to the showcase and include them in the vote. You could also invite a guest to present a small prize 
for the winning app/wearable technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:   Summer 2 

Link 1:  Know how to create a spreadsheet with formulae that calculate profits and losses  

Share read a biography of Gina Rinehart 

Automaticity: Touch type a passage from the biography and time how long it takes and how many errors 

Know how to create a spreadsheet which identifies the costs of their business projects. 

Learn how to debug and correct incorrect spreadsheets 

Learn how to apply a formula that will subtract costs and add in profit.  

 

Link 2:    Know how to advertise or sell a service or product  

Share read a biography of Gina Rinehart 

Automaticity: Touch type a passage from the biography and time how long it takes and how many errors 

Evaluate advertising on websites. From the advert try to advertise the audience for the product; layout, design. 

Know what a slogan/strap line is. 

Know how language is used to persuade and link this to propaganda. 

Evaluate different online adverts. Identify the image, the message, how it attracts the reader. 

Design an advert for their product/service 

 

Link 3:    Know how to set out the page of a website 

Share read a biography of Gina Rinehart 

Automaticity: Touch type a passage from the biography and time how long it takes and how many errors 

Know how to locate pieces of information on a website page. 

Plan any hyperlinks, sub-headings, titles, pictures/photographs. The colour of writing, background, headings etc.  

  

Linked curriculum learning objective:      Create a website that will advertise their product/service 

and a spreadsheet that will calculate any sales and profits 

Share read a biography  

Automaticity: Touch type a passage from the biography and time how long it takes and how many errors 

Show their websites to customers of the product/service 

Create their final website and complete their spreadsheet 

  

 


